SELECTO

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE SELECTION VEHICLE ON THE MARKET

Powerfull driving mechanism
Maximum comfort for the user
User-friendly machine
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SELECTO
POWERFULL DRIVING MECHANISM
The Selecto is a four-wheel drive machine. All four wheels are driven by powerful hydraulic wheel
motors. The Selecto is a machine with articulated steering, this system is stronger and more stable
than normal knuckle steering systems. This hydrostatic machine is powered by a 24 HP, 3 cilinder
diesel engine, which is very quiet and economical in use.
MAXIMUM COMFORT
By designing the machine much attention has been paid to comfort for the user. This is for instance
evident in the comfortable in height adjustable seats, wide footrests and all functions are
electric/hydraulic operated. The machine is standard equipped with two in height adjustable seats.
Although the standard Selecto is already very complete, various option are available.
USER-FRIENDLY
The smoothly operating electric joystick provides the control of the driving speed. Cruise control
ensures a constant speed in the ﬁeld and is part of the standard equipment. The Selecto is
equipped with a hydraulic dumping hopper, so you can dump leafs for example easily in a box.
The machine can be cleaned easily because it is possible to open or remove the wheel covers
easily. The stainless steel haulm guiders are adjustable in height.

BENEFITS
Sensor for straight driving
Height adjustable haulm guiders made of stainless steel
Emergency stops at every seat
Cruise-controle
Big hydraulic dumping hopper with a high rear wall

OPTIONS
3rd Seat, electric/hydraulic adjustable incl. stop button
3rd Seat, mechanic height adjustable
Hydraulic width adjustment of the seats

STANDARD PROPERTIES
Motor: 3 cilinder 24 hp diesel
Track width: 1,5 mtr
Wheel size: 7.5R18
Sensor for straight driving
Weight: 1415 kg
Seats extendable from 3 to 4,5 mtr

Accumulator set for seat suspension
Revolving sunroof
Radio with two speakers
Storage compartment for boots, raincoat etc.

TIP!

Lift device for transport behind the tractor
Adjustable track width 1,40-1,50-1,60-1,70-1,80mtr
Height-adjustable stainless steel haulm guides on rear wheels
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